Students at Geulim Elementary School learn about water conservation.
Five years ago, many of the young adults in Yerucham, a development town 25 miles southeast of Be’er Sheva, had one
thing in common: they had no intention of staying there. The
way they saw it, their future was anywhere else but their birthplace, which suffered from a significant image problem, as
well as a lack of opportunities and appealing programs for the
younger generation.
Michael Bitton and Keren Gaspan decided to do something
about that.
Today, ZVI (Zeirim Be’Yerucham, or Young Adults of Yerucham), the organization that Bitton and Gaspan founded, is one
of the biggest success stories in the region. Together with six
of their friends – Tal Ohana, Hani Briga, Sagit Shindler, David
Bitton, Kineret Swisa and Yishai Ben-Simol – they run social
and educational programs that are making a big difference in
Yerucham.
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the sign above the sink in a bathroom
at Jerusalem’s Geulim Elementary School reads. Over another
sink, the admonishment, “It’s not automatic, you know! You
have to close it yourself,” speaks volumes.

“Don’t leave me open,”

“We hung up signs all over the school,” said one student,
“all to teach people and remind them how important it is to
save water. We got so into it that it really became a matter of
pride for us to learn how much water we were saving.”
Under the tutelage of Roei Yehuda, a guide with Green Horizons/Hugey Sayarut—the Zionist and environmental youth
development program in Israel that fosters independence, initiative, leadership, responsibility, companionship, caring, and
involvement in the community through outdoor activities—the
Geulim students spent a year learning about one of the most
pervasive issues in Israel today: the water crisis.
“The solution to this crisis must come from both the careful
use of water as well as education,” said Yehuda. “The Rainwater Harvesting Program is about educating children of all ages

to understand what we’re dealing with, how it concerns them
in their everyday life, and what they can do.”

consuming habits. Surprising facts about wasteful water consumption were discovered.

The program at Geulim was funded by JNFuture as part of
the JNF Parsons Water Fund—a $100 million initiative to increase Israel’s supply of high-quality water by more than 440
billion gallons over the next decade. The Rainwater Harvesting
Program was developed by Israeli schoolteacher Amir Yechieli
with the dual purpose of conservation and education. Tanks are
installed on school rooftops to collect and reuse rainwater that
would otherwise be wasted, reducing each school’s reliance
on other sources of water by 77%. Students are involved in
the planning and management of the system and participate
in a dynamic educational curriculum—led by Green Horizons
members—that teaches them about the water crisis and the
need for conservation.

“Everyday activities use up a lot of water,” said a student.
“I could not believe that a 10-minute shower uses 60-70 liters
of water.”

Making the school water system economical was only the
first step. The message of conservation has to filter up as
well. After educating the schoolchildren about wasteful water use habits, the focus was switched to their families’ water

“Right from the beginning, we realized that we had to do
anything we could to prevent young adults from leaving Yerucham, since the future of the Negev depends on keeping the
local young forces,” said Bitton, who is ZVI’s chairperson. “Yet
we knew that young people would stay only if they felt that
they were not alone. We determined that what was needed was
an active local social network that would highlight Yerucham’s
potential, and help the youth assume a responsibility for it.”
Today, more than 200 young adults—Yerucham natives and

others who come from all over the country—are involved in
ZVI’s programs and projects. This number is expected to double by next year. And finally, they have a place of their own.
After working out of a small office at the local community
center, the group is now moving into Beit ZVI, a 2,000-squarefoot building funded by JNF through a donation by the late Jean
Filstein Martin and the Ministry for the Development of the Negev and the Galilee. The JNF Yerucham Young Adult Community
House is established in memory of Jean Filstein Martin, Abe Filstein, Beckie Filstein, Cy Filstein, and Albert Martin. The facility
will be dedicated during the last week of October.
“This is not just a building, it’s home,” said Tal Ohana.
“It strengthens our commitment to really putting down roots
in Yerucham, for taking responsibility for the future of our
birthplace.”
With the full support of Yerucham Mayor Amram Mitzna and
the municipality, ZVI is bursting with new initiatives, ideas, and
programs carried out almost on a daily basis.
Activities include:
• Young Adults in Academia: Providing local students
with professional counseling, tutoring, and other assistance
needed to succeed in college.
• Civil Service: A 12 to 24-month program that allows
18 to 19-year-olds from disadvantaged backgrounds who, for

various reasons, did not join the IDF, to give back to society
in other ways—all recognized and approved by the government—including volunteering in local kindergartens and the
municipality.
• For the Soldiers: Encouraging high school students to
serve in the IDF and helping seniors prepare for their service;
helping area soldiers cope with difficulties that arise during their
service and keeping them socially involved in the community.
• Young Community: Training graduates of Young Adults
in Academia who choose to settle down in Yerucham to be
educationally involved in the community.
“We are grateful to JNF and the Ministry for helping us
make this happen,” said Bitton. “Creating a social network
and teaching people to take responsibility for their future is extremely important, but a physical place makes them believe a
real change is happening. Beit ZVI is exactly that kind of place.
I call everyone to join us and help support our program for a
better implementation of our dreams.”

To learn more about building similar youth houses in other
communities or about JNF’s work across the Negev, please
visit www.jnf.org/blueprintnegev OR CALL YOUR LOCAL
OFFICE AT 1-888-JNF-0099.
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“Roei showed us how to test, examine and even repair the
tanks installed on the school’s rooftop,” said another student.
“It really helped us understand the importance of what we were
doing. I especially liked when he brought in 100 empty 1.5 liter
water bottles so we could really understand what it means that
the average person uses approximately 150 liters of water a
day. I was shocked.
“I hung up a sign in the bathroom at home,” he continued.
“It says: ‘Every minute you spend in this shower is 6-7 liters.
Is it worth it? Hurry up!’ And my family is listening. I guess it’s
hard to ignore a child when they’re asking you to do something
positive for the environment and for the country.”

The cost of implementing this 5-year program in each school is $50,000. The money saved on water-related expenses is earmarked for continued funding, making the program
self-sustaining. Sixty-nine schools currently participate; the goal is to implement the program in as many schools as possible throughout Israel. To learn more visit www.jnf.org/
water OR CALL YOUR LOCAL OFFICE AT 1-888-JNF-0099.

The team behind the ZVI success story in Yerucham.

